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Abstract:

This research carried out an experiment to verify the usefulness of a WebGISbased system that we have been developing (A support system for communitybased disaster mitigation planning integrated with a fire spread simulation
model using CA) BEFORE, DURING and AFTER Workshops. Based on the
data collected from the experiment, the usefulness and advantages of the
system were verified from various angles. As a result, it was found that even
though there are still some issues to be solved, the system is useful and
effective as a support tool and also in enhancing awareness before and after
Workshops.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In case of seismic disasters, old wooden structures in Japanese densely builtup areas would suffer immense damage. For that reason, the Japanese
government has, among its policies, given a priority to the improvement of
these areas. In order to solve this problem, promotion of planning for
improvement is needed through community-based planning for disaster
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mitigation with consensus-building by the residents and the administration of
the areas.
One method for planning called “Workshop” has attracted a great deal of
attention in Japan. A typical Workshop (hereinafter referred to as WS) is
summarized as follows. (i) Understanding; The residents understand and
confirms the existence of the problems and useful resources for disaster
mitigation in the area. (ii) Summarization; Based on the “Understanding”,
the residents summarize the problems for the disaster mitigation in the area.
(iii) Planning; The residents discuss the measures to solve the disaster
mitigation problems of the area clarified by “ Summarization”. And, the
residents summarize the measures through cooperative decision making and
consensus-building.
Especially in scene (iii) of densely built-up areas with old wooden
structures, improvement for the prevention of fire spread is an important
consideration. If there were a system that could offer the residents “the result
of fire spread simulations applied to existing circumstances on a digital map
and the result of fire spread simulations applied to the improved
circumstances” and “geographic information related to the WS”, the system
would be effective in consensus building and decision making in group
discussions of the WS.
Based on above hypothesis, we tried to develop a fire spread simulation
model as a community-based planning support tool, which can plainly offer
residents the information about the effect of increase in disaster mitigation
performance by improvement of the local environment (Ohgai, Gohnai and
et al., 2003, 2004). We have developed a WebGIS-based system with a GUI
that could apply the model to any city, anywhere, anytime as long as data is
available. The developed system was used on trial in the scene of an actual
WS for verification of its usefulness (Gohnai, Ohgai and et al., 2005).
As a property of this WebGIS-based system, not only can the system be
used DURING the WS scene, but also BEFORE and AFTER the WS. Based
on its potential, we have set up the following hypotheses. (I) The residents
with experience of using the system BEFORE the WS would effectively use
the system DURING the WS. Because of this, there is some possibility of
smooth consensus-building and substantial planning. (II) If the residents use
the system AFTER the WS, it would be possible to consider the measures.
Using these considerations, there could be a possibility of planning more
effective measures. (III) The resident’s awareness of disaster risk and the
need for improvement of the local environment is enhanced through the
discussions and considerations done when planning using the system.
Accordingly, this paper tries to carry out a verification experiment for the
above hypothesis using the above mentioned system. Based on the result of
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the experiment, we discuss the verification, effectiveness and problems of
the system.

2.

OUTLINE OF THE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
COMMUNITY-BASED DISASTER MITIGATION
PLANNING

This chapter explains the outline of four subsystems that make up the
support system for community-based disaster mitigation planning; 1)
Disaster mitigation related Geographic information subsystem, 2) Fire
spread simulation subsystem, 3) Built-up area improvement subsystem and
4) Confirmation of effects of built-up area improvement subsystem. Figure 1
shows each of the subsystems user interface.
a) Disaster Mitigation Related Geographic Information Subsystem
This subsystem has a function that displays disaster mitigation related
geographic information in the area such as data shown in table 1. And, it has

Figure 1. Example of Basic Interface of the System.
Table 1. Data and functions of the disaster mitigation related geographic information
subsystem.
Data

Building shape, use, structure, floors and age/ Town block shape/ Ground Shape/
Land use/ Aerial photo/ width of roads/ water utility point for fire fighting/ Refuge, etc.
Function Overlay, Thematic map, Zoom, Panning, Distance and Area measurement, etc.
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the basic GIS functions as shown on table 1. This subsystem’s screenshot
(Figure 1) shows aerial photo, building structure, road width and position of
refuge place and water utilization point for fire fighting using overlay and
thematic map of this subsystem.
b) Fire Spread Simulation Subsystem
This subsystem can simulate fire spread on the digital map, and can
visually and quantitatively display the simulation results. The system user
can freely set simulation end time, wind direction, wind velocity, point of
fire origin and number of origin points. The subsystem has two methods of
displaying the result; 1) displaying the result of at any given point of time, 2)
displaying the result with animation. Additionally, the system not only
shows the result visually, but can also confirm the size of burnt-down area
(Figure 1). As a simulation model, this subsystem uses a fire spread
simulation model with Cellular automata (CA) that we had developed earlier.
(Ohgai, Gohnai and et al., 2004)
Research using CA has been advancing in various fields including
transportation, economics, and chemistry. In the field of city planning, CA is
used to understand dynamic and complicated urban phenomena and to
predict urbanization and land use changes (Batty and Xie, 1994; White and
Engelen, 1993; White and Engelen, 1997; Li and Yeh, 2000). The spread of
fire in a built-up area is not a natural but a physical phenomenon, in which
various factors related to the circumstances of built-up areas are intricately
related. Using CA, this phenomenon must be reproduced by constructing a
small number of appropriate rules. Forest fire simulation models have been
studied using CA (Resnick, 1995), but there have been few attempts to
realize models employing CA to simulate the spread of fire in an urban area
although Yamada, Takizawa, et al. (1999) and Xie, Sakamoto, et al. (2001)
have been working on the development of such a model.
On the other hand, numerous researchers have been studying models
simulating the spread of urban fires without employing CA technology and
many useful results have been obtained in Japan. Because such studies
basically use buildings as the unit of output when determining whether or
not burning occurs in the simulation, it is difficult for these models to
realistically express the fire spreading process. For example, they cannot
deal with the gradual spread of fire in a building with a large area. Moreover,
they may not provide sufficient information on the likely enhancement of
disaster mitigation performance by improvement of the local environment. In
our study, using the results of previous research on fire spread simulation
models and the characteristics of CA, we have developed a model that can
simulate the spread of fire using a smaller unit than that in the previous
research and can visually show the detailed fire spreading process in built-up
areas containing many wooden buildings.
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c) Built-up Area Improvement Subsystem
This subsystem can edit the digital map to change the local environment
(table 2 shows the edit/ improvement contents). This subsystem’s screenshot
(Figure 1) shows an improvement example; building structure change (from
wooden to fireproof), road widening, establishment a park by the user.
d) Improvement Effect Confirmation Subsystem
This subsystem can visually and quantitatively compare fire spread
simulation result of before the improvement and after the improvement. By
displaying the difference of before and after the improvement, a user can
confirm the effect of the improvement.
Table 2. Improvement object and contents.
Object
Road
Building
Open space

3.

contents
Widening roads (can be set to any width by the user)
Changing building structures (Wooden, Fire prevention wooden Fireproof),
Removing/Adding buildings
Establishing parks, Deleting parks

EXPERIMENTATION OUTLINE

This chapter explains the outline of the experimentation for the verification
of the hypotheses (i) to (iii) (in chapter 1) using the above mentioned system.
Two experiments were carried out for verification of the hypotheses;
Case 1 (Akumi District): Use of the system by residents “BEFORE the WS”,

Figure 2. The subject area of the workshop.
Table 3. Subject area conditions.
Akumi
Escaped war damage and therefore has
been no major renewal of the urban
infrastructure and is characterized by:
- Densely built old wooden houses, many
narrow roads, no large open-spaces and
fire-proof buildings for prevention of fire
spread.
- no effective water utility points, and
refuges

Futagawa
A Historical built-up area that also escaped war
damage. It is characterized by:
- old historical stores called Nishikomaya,
Higasikomaya, and Kurebayashi-Syoyu
- There is also a historical road that was called
the Tokai highway in the Edo era.
- densely built old wooden houses, many
narrow roads, no large open-spaces and fireproof buildings for prevention of fire spread.
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“During the Workshop” and “AFTER the WS”. Case 2 (Futagawa District):
Use of the system by the residents “During the WS” and “After the WS”.
The subject areas for the experimentation were Futagawa and Akumi
district, old built-up areas, located in Toyohashi city of Aichi Prefecture,
Japan. Both districts have densely built old wooden houses with many roads
of which the width is no wider than 4-5 meters and therefore would suffer
immense damage in case of a disasters such as fires or earthquakes. Because
of this, development and improvement projects of the built-up area for
disaster mitigation by the Central and Local Governments is in progress in
both districts. Figure 2 and Table 3 show subject areas and their conditions.
Figure 3 shows the experimentation outline and flow.
a) Experimentation Outline at Akumi District
The ouline of the experimentation at Akumi District (on Dec. 2005) is as
shown below; Step-1: for educating the selected test subjects on the use of
the system. Step-2: in order to improve their skills, the test subjects could
use the system anywhere they liked (home, work place, etc). During this
period, the system use log data were stored in the system server. Step-3:
Explained in Chapter 4. Step-4: the system use skills of test subjects’ were
examined and interviewed to find out if there was any change in their
awareness of the need for improvement. Step-5: data of the created
improvement draft plan were collected, used video and voice recorders to
collect data about the system use, and issued a questionnaire on the

Figure 3. Experimentation flow and outline and collected data.
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usefulness of both the system and the information provided by subjects. The
fire spread simulation and the improvement result data were logged in the
system server. Step-6: AFTER the WS, the test subjects used the system
anywhere they liked to deliberate on urban improvement options putting into
consideration the contents of the WS discussion. The system use log data
were stored in the system server. Step-7: investigation of the test subjects’
use of the system and the change in their disaster mitigation awareness due
to system use AFTER the WS. Six test subjects were chosen based on their
being residents of the Akumi district, were to participate in the WS and had
some experience in using computers.
b) Experimentation Outline at Futagawa District
The experiment outline as shown on Figure 3, is similar to Step-1,5,6,7
of Akumi district. Seven test subjects were chosen based on their being
residents of Futagawa district, had participate in a WS done the year
BEFORE and had some experience in using computers.

4.

EXPERIMENTATION DETAILS AND RESULT
ANALYSIS

4.1

Results of system use BEFORE the workshop

a) The Examination of System Operation Skill
The system use skills of test subjects’ were examined BEFORE the
workshop. The examiner asked the examinees to use the functions of each
subsystem and they were given 2 points if they performed the request
smoothly, 1 point if it took time, and a no point if they did not succeed. The
results of this test are shown on Table 4. From these results it is confirmed
that most of the Test Subjects had acquired enough skills to operate the
system through use of the system BEFORE the workshop.
Table 4. The test result about operation skill of the system.
Map subsystem (6 functions )
Fire spread simulation subsystem (5 functions )
Improvement subsystem (6 functions )
Improvement effect confirmation subsystem (4 functions)
Total point (perfect score: 42 point)

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
10
2 10
8 12
9
10 10
8
8 10
8
10
3
1
6 12
9
6
4
5
4
8
7
36 19 24 26 42 33

Table 5. The interview survey contents of system use BEFORE the WS.
(1) The setting reason of the fire spread simulation area (2) The setting reason of fire origin
point (3) The impression by confirmation of fire spread simulation result (4) The setting reason
of improvement area (5) The setting reason of improvement contents (change the building
structure, widening roads, newly establishing park) (6) The impression by improvement effect
confirmation (7) The consideration of effective improvement (8) The recognition of need for
improvement (9) The enhancing the awareness of disaster mitigation (10) The recognition of
disaster risk by using the system (11) The change in awareness for disaster mitigation through
system use
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b) The Change in Awareness for Disaster Mitigation
An interview survey as shown on Table 5 was carried out to investigate the
change in the Test Subjects’ disaster mitigation awareness due to their use of
the system. From the results it became clear that the following 2 points were
common among all the Test subjects. (1) Through the use of the Geographic
information subsystem, there was a renewed recognition of presence of
densely built old wooden houses, many narrow roads, etc. (2) From the fire
spread simulation results, there was a realization of the risks in their district
under the existing circumstances. Although this was not a quantitative
analysis, it may be gathered that using the system BEFORE the workshop
enhanced the Test Subjects’ awareness of the need for prevention
countermeasure in their district.

4.2

Results of system use DURING workshop

a) The Workshop Outline
The outline of the 3 day WS held in Akumi and Futagawa Districts where
the experimentation for the verification of the hypotheses (i) to (iii)
(mentioned in chapter 1) was done is as shown in Table 6 and had the
Table 6. Outline of the workshop in Akumi and Futagawa.
First day
Futagawa
Date
12 Feb.
Time
13:00-18:00
Residents
22
41
Organizers
13
14
Theme
1) Understanding existing
circumstances through exploration,
2) Summarizing the disaster
mitigation problems in the area
based on 1)
Akumi
10 Dec.

Second day
Akumi
Futagawa
14 Dec.
17 Feb.
19:00-21:00
33
30
12
16
Discussing the
measures to solve the
disaster mitigation
problems based on the
results of First day

Third day
Akumi
Futagawa
15 Dec.
18 Dec.
19:00-21:00
22
26
12
12
Summarizing the
improvement plan with
consensus-building
based on the results of
Second day

Figure 4. The rough sketch plan of the venue and the system set up.
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following 2 aims: (1) Making a concrete draft plan for the improvement of
disaster mitigation. (2) Enhancement of the residents’ awareness of the need
for improvement of the local environment.
Figure 4 shows the venue layout. There was a total of 4 groups in which
2 groups (A and C) had Test Subjects included while the other 2 (B and D)
had none. Also, as shown on Figure 2, groups A and B members are from
the same area (Western) and those of groups C and D are from the Eastern
area and each had a discussion on their respective areas. The system was
used on the 2nd and 3rd day of the WS to discuss measures for solving the
disaster mitigation problems raised on the 1st day. Figure 5 shows two
scenes from the group discussion using the system.
The system was used in the second day and the third day of the group
discussion. In the scene of discussion for the measures to solve disaster
mitigation problems, especially when discussing fire spread, the system was

Figure 5. The scene of the group discussion using the system.

Figure 6. The improvement draft plan.
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utilized by test subject or group leader. In case of the contents of
unconcerned with fire spread problem, the measures were put together by
discussion without system use.
The role of the group leader (Organizer) is assist and support of the group
discussion. When it was necessary to use the system for the assist/support,
the organizer sometime encouraged the participants to use the system.
b) The Analysis of the System and Subject Effectiveness from the Draft
Plan made in the Workshop
There were both physical measures (such as road widening, park
establishment, etc) and non-physical measures (such as disaster drills,
awareness enhancement, etc) were included in the draft plan made in the WS.
Only physical measures that had a definite location and detailed contents
were picked up and organized as shown on Figure 6. Compared to the draft
plan of the groups that had no Test Subject (Group B,D), the group that had
the Test Subjects (Group A, C) had a greater number of proposals that
showed measures with more detailed contents and definite locations. From
this fact, it is surmised that by effectively using the system DURING the WS,
both the system and the Test Subjects provided support and also acted as
catalyst to the consensus building and decision making in their groups
especially when integrating proposals with details such as location.
c) The Analysis of the System and Subject Effectiveness from Log Data of
Fire Spread Simulation and Built-up Area Improvement Subsystem
Table 7 shows all the proposals made using the system DURING the WS.
From the table, it can be confirmed that the groups with the Test Subjects
actively used the system.
Figure 7 shows the detailed proposals made by a group that included Test
Subjects (alternative proposals I-III of b in Table 7).This shows the results of
Table 7. The draft plan and its contents using the system DURING the WS.
Group ID
A, C a
b-I

B,D

Proposal Contents
Widening roads
Widening roads, Establishing park, Removing building, cooperative rebuilding,
Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof)
b-II Widening roads, Removing building, cooperative rebuilding, Change building structure
(form wooden to fireproof, form wooden to fire prevention wooden)
b-III Widening roads, Establishing park, Change building structure (form wooden to
fireproof, form wooden to fire prevention wooden), cooperative rebuilding
c
Widening roads, Establishing park,
d
Widening roads,
e
Widening roads, Removing building
f
Widening roads, Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof), Removing
building
g
Widening roads, Establishing park,
h
Widening roads, Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof)Removing
building
i
Widening roads, Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof),
j
Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof),
k
Establishing park, Removing building
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the fire spread simulation and the improvement discussion process. From
this figure, it is clear that the fire spread area decreases with accumulated
discussion. Moreover the proposals become more detailed as discussions are
repeated. This could be because the discussions done were aided by visual
and quantitative information for prevention of fire spread provided by the
Test Subjects. This implies that the information provided by the Test
Subjects had a degree of effect on decision making and consensus building
in the group discussions.
c) The Analysis of the System and Subject Effectiveness from Video and
Voice Record Data
In order to clarify the utilization of the System and the actions of the Test
Subjects, Video and Voice Recorders were used at each group to collect data
DURING WS as shown in Figure 4. From these data, from the series of
discussions, we picked up each unique discussion and summed it up as 1
discussion.
Table 8 shows the total number of discussions, the number of discussions
in which the system was used and their ratio. From this table, the following
about the system use in Akumi district is evident: (1) 1/4 of the discussions
in the group with Test Subjects utilized the system. (2) Compared to the
group without Test Subjects, the system use in the group with Test Subjects
is about 2.5 times higher.
From the above, it is clear that there was an active use of the system in
the group with Test Subjects. Aside from this, the system use in Akumi by
the group with the Test Subjects when compared to the the system use in
Futagawa shows a ratio higher by about 10%.This also suggests that there
was an active use of the system by the Test Subjects.
Likewise, in order to clarify the actual system utilization, the discussion
in which the system was used were picked up, classified and summed up into
Table 8. The draft plan and its contents using the system DURING the WS.
Group ID
A, C a
b-I

B,D

Proposal Contents
Widening roads
Widening roads, Establishing park, Removing building, cooperative rebuilding,
Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof)
b-II Widening roads, Removing building, cooperative rebuilding, Change building structure
(form wooden to fireproof, form wooden to fire prevention wooden)
b-III Widening roads, Establishing park, Change building structure (form wooden to
fireproof, form wooden to fire prevention wooden), cooperative rebuilding
c
Widening roads, Establishing park,
d
Widening roads,
e
Widening roads, Removing building
f
Widening roads, Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof), Removing
building
g
Widening roads, Establishing park,
Widening roads, Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof) Removing
h
building
i
Widening roads, Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof),
j
Change building structure (form wooden to fireproof),
k
Establishing park, Removing building
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the following 3 items:(1) The origin of discussion and target (2) The
subsystem used during the discussion. (3) The discussion scene and its
contents.
Table 9 shows the results of this classification. From this table, in the
groups with Test Subjects, discussions originating from the Test Subjects are
about 4 times more than those originating from the other participants. The
total number of discussions using the system by group A and C was 166
(Table 8) while the number of times of use of the built-up improvement
subsystem by group A and C was 72 (Table 9). This shows that about 43%
of the system use by group A and C was utilizing the built-up area
improvement subsystem. Also, the discussion scene and contents of group A
and C shows that the use of the system was mainly in the Planning Scene
(this is where the residents discuss measures to solve disaster mitigation
problems of the area).
From the above, in the scene of Planning, the Test Subjects made
effective use of the built-up area improvement subsystem to provided the
information which was used to support detailed proposals and decision
making.
In addition, when the Akumi and the Futagawa cases are compared, the
Futagawa case shows that only 20% of the discussions originated from the

Figure 7. A example of log data of fire spread simulation and improvement.
Table 9. The total number of discussion and system use discussion.
Group

Akumi
A, C
B, D
(a): The total number of discussion
643
500
(b): The total number of system use discussion
166
53
(c): The ratio of (b) to (a) [%]
25.8
10.6
Group A, C: including subjects / Group B, D: not including subjects

Futagawa
530
79
14.9
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participating residents and the remaining 80% originated from the group
organizer a result similar with the result of the Akumi groups that had no
Test Subjects. On the other hand, 45% of all the discussions originated from
the participating residents in the groups that had Test Subjects. One reason
for this could be that the Test Subjects were able to acquire the skills needed
to operate the system through using the system BEFORE the WS and
therefore were able to use it effectively to convey and share their thinking
during the discussions. Also, the enhanced awareness of the Test Subjects
could have been a contributing factor.
Looking at the System functions that were used, built-up area
improvement and the improvement effect confirmation subsystems were
mainly used by the groups that had Test Subjects while in the Futagawa
groups and in the Akumi groups that had no Test Subjects, the use of the
above subsystems was minimal. It can be concluded that the use of the
system promoted efficient use of time in the limited WS time since more and
better detailed opinions came from the groups with the Test Subjects.
In any case, the bottom line would seem to be that the groups with the
Test Subject had a more lively discussion with the participating residents as
the main players and with not only more opinions but also with more details
which were reflected in the final draft plan.
d) The Analysis of the System and Subject Effectiveness from
Questionnaire
In order to find out the effectiveness and the problems of the system and
the information provided by the Test subject, the results of a questionnaire
survey given to the WS Participants was analyzed. The questionnaire survey
Table 10. The classification of the discussion and collected results.
Futagaw
Akumi
a
A,C B,D
The origin of From the organizer to residents or test subjects
91 41
61
discussion From a residents to the organizer or other residents or
16 12
18
and target
subjects
From subjects to the organizer or residents or other resident
59
The
Geographic information related Community-based planning
30 10
22
subsystem for disaster mitigation providing subsystem
used during Fire spread simulation subsystem
22
11
31
the
Built-up area improvement subsystem
72
5
10
discussion Improvement effect confirmation subsystem
33 16
16
Combined use of subsystems
9
11
Question/Providing topics
The
Understanding
22
7
17
discussion
Explanation/Answer
8
2
4
scene and
Confirmation/Agreement
14
6
6
its contents Summarization
Question/Providing topics
1
0
0
0
0
0
Explanation/Answer
Confirmation/Agreement
0
0
0
Planning
Question/Providing topics
65
9
28
Explanation/Answer
37 18
13
Confirmation/Agreement
19
11
11
Group A, C: including subjects/Group B, D: not including subjects
Group
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outline is as shown on Table 9. Also, part of the contents of the questions
and the summed up result are shown on Figure 8. Hereinafter, the analysis
and discussion of the results of the questionnaire survey will be done.
The Survey answer sheets was divided into those from groups with the
Test Subject, without the Test Subject and Futagawa and the proportion of
the response to each question in the Survey summed up as shown on the
graphs in Figure 9 . This figure shows that the percentage of participants
who answered “ Extremely useful ” and “ Useful” was about 90% in each
question Q1-10. Judging form the result, it is conceivable that the Map
subsystem contributed to the understanding of the existing circumstances
and the livening up of the discussion to some degree. In addition, it can be
presumed that Fire Spread Simulation Subsystem and built-up area
improvement Subsystem were useful in enhancing the awareness of fire
spread risk under the existing circumstances, enhancing the awareness of the
need for improvement of the local environment, verifying the restraining
effect by the improvement and in making consensus-building during the
discussions.
When compared to the group without Test Subjects and the Futagawa
groups, the system rating of the group with Test Subjects was highly
favourable of the system. This could be as a result of the effective use of the
system by the Test Subjects. On top of that, the questions Q12-14 shown on
Table 10 were given to the group with Test Subjects. From the response, it is
clear that the information provided by the Test Subjects promoted a more
lively discussion, more detailed opinions and generally supported a smoother
group consensus building.

4.3

Results of System Use AFTER Workshop

As with the interview Survey conducted BEFORE the WS, an interview
survey with the items showed on Table 5 was conducted with the aim of
better understand how the System was used AFTER the WS and to find out
the change in the Test Subjects disaster mitigation awareness due to system
use. In addition to, they were also asked whether they used the results from
the WS in consideration of the Proposals.
Table 11. Outline of the Questionnaire Survey.
Distribution/collection
Respondent
Respondent’s sex
Respondent’s age
[person]
Question

Akumi
Futagawa
The second day, the third day of the Workshop
Participants of the group discussion (residents)
Male: 12, Female: 11
Male: 29, Female: 10
Under 20: [2], 20 - 60: [11],
Under 20: [5], 20 - 60: [12],
Over 60: [10]
Over 60: [22]
1) Attribute of the respondent, 2) Evaluation of Map subsystem, 3)
Evaluation of Fire Spread Simulation Subsystem and Improvement
Subsystem, 4) Overall evaluation of the system
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All Test Subjects from both Akumi and Futagawa districts gave the
following responses: (1) the results from the WS were used in
reconfirmation of the draft plan. (2) from the fire spread simulation results,
there was a realization of the risks in their district under the existing
circumstances (3) the need for improvement of the local environment to
make it more prepared for disaster was strongly felt.
From this result, even though there was a difference in the degree of
awareness, the results from the WS were used in reconfirmation of the draft
plan and that the awareness of Test Subjects were heightened through use of
the system.
In this experiment, when the system was used AFTER the WS, there was
no notable proposal as seen from the interview survey results and the Fire
spread simulation and the improvement result data logs. This is because the

Figure 8. A part of the questionnaires and the summed up results.
Table 12. A part of the questionnaires and the summed up results.
Extremely
useful
Q11: Do you think that providing information by
subject was useful for living up of the
discussion?
Q12: Do you think that providing information by
subject was useful for concrete discussion?
Q13: Do you think that providing information by
subject was useful for community-based
planning for disaster mitigation as a whole?
<Note> Number: Answers. ( ): Component ratio

Useful

Not very
useful

Not at all
useful

3(23)

10(77)

0(0)

0(0)

4(31)

9(69)

0(0)

0(0)

3(23)

10(77)

0(0)

0(0)
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draft plan proposal made DURING the WS was of high quality with little
room for modification according to the residents.
Nevertheless, each Test Subject reviewed the draft plan proposed
DURING the WS and acknowledged its reasonableness.

5.

CONCLUSION

This research carried out an experiment to verify the usefulness BEFORE,
DURING and AFTER the WS of a WebGIS-based system that we have been
developing. Based on the data collected from the experiment, the usefulness
and advantages of the system were verified from various angles. As a result,
it was found that even though there are still some issues to be solved, the
system is a useful and effective support tool DURING the WS discussions
and also for enhancing awareness BEFORE and AFTER the WS.
It was need to some degree labor for preparation and operation of the
system. Therefore, the system improvement is need for acquisition of great
results with less work. But, it is considered that the effects of the system are
worth the labor.
In our future work, we are going to solve the problems that have been
clarified by the experimentation then test the revised system in a practical
group discussion.
This system dealt only with fire spread. But practically, it is considered
that evacuation routes, Neighbourhood Disaster Organization Activities, etc
are needed for an effective community-based planning for disaster mitigation.
Therefore, we are going to develop a subsystem that can provide these
information. We will then incorporate the new Subsystem into the revised
system developed in this paper. We will attempt to develop an integrated
support system (tool) for consensus-building and decision making in
community-based participatory planning for disaster mitigation.
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